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Kuldeep Yadav, the first-ever chinaman bowler of the Indian cricket team, has a
unique cricket-focused daily routine that helps him maintain his spot in the
ultra-competitive world of cricket. Let’s uncover the specific routines and
practices that help him master his craft.

Morning Rituals: Setting the Day
Kuldeep’s day begins at dawn, when he embarks on a light exercise routine
combined with meditation. This helps him prepare his body and mind for the
cricket-heavy day ahead.

Breakfast: The Power Boost
A hearty breakfast is crucial for the day Kuldeep has planned. His choice of
breakfast often includes protein-rich foods like eggs and whole grains, giving
him the energy he needs for his rigorous training sessions.

Morning Training: Physical Conditioning
The morning session is typically devoted to physical conditioning. Kuldeep
partakes in cardio workouts and strength training exercises, focusing
particularly on strengthening his shoulders and wrists – both essential for a
spin bowler.

Mid-Day Activities: Lunch and Strategy
After a tiring morning session, Kuldeep rests and refuels with a healthy lunch,
usually rich in lean proteins and veggies. This time is also used to review
match footage and discuss strategies with his coach, further honing his
cricketing intellect.

Evening Session: Perfecting the Art
The evening training session is exclusively dedicated to cricketing skills.
Kuldeep spends hours in the nets working on his bowling technique, accuracy, and
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variations. Bowling drills specifically designed to improve his chinaman
deliveries form an integral part of this session.

Leisure: Unwind and Connect
Even during his downtime, cricket isn’t far from Kuldeep’s mind. While he enjoys
some music or an occasional movie, his conversations often revolve around
cricket. He also likes to catch up with fellow cricketers, discussing the game
and sharing insights.

Night Ritual: Dinner and Rest
To conclude his day, Kuldeep has a light dinner focused on recovery nutrition.
He emphasizes the importance of a good night’s sleep, as it allows his body to
recover from the day’s physical strain and prepares him mentally for the
challenges of the next day.

Kuldeep Yadav’s routine clearly underscores his dedication to cricket. By
tailoring his daily activities to focus on cricket, Kuldeep ensures he’s
continuously improving as a professional cricketer, mastering his unique skill
of chinaman bowling.


